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with the world (planet earth)
being one of His Acts for the
Christian. And so, for me, as
a Christian, I start from God
to all other literature (I read
and are reading some of the
ones you mentioned btw).
But we're spiral out of hand
- I just wanted to balance the
"assassination of Solomon's
works"

Collet Ndlovu
The debate on whether or not
MDC is dead or alive is worse
than useless. Why?? Because
everyone including its former
ideologues know only too
well that MDC or its numerous variants (whether it's
MDC-Ncube or MDC-Sikhala or MDC-Mwonzora or
MDC-Khupe or MDC-Mutambara or MDC-Tsvangirai
or MDC-Chamisa etc etc)
died ages ago. The only missing thing is the obituary or
the spot where it is buried.

Mbulazi

Dumbura
Israel is standing today and
occupying Palestine because
of aids and support from the
United States. USA gives an
average of 8million dollars
a day to Israel. The money
of the tax payers is used to
finance apartheid in the Middle East.
Even when African nations
want to trade among themselves, they must use the US
dollar. The world has become
slaves to American currency.
Gaddafi tried to create one
African currency backed with
our minerals, guess what happened to him?
There’re no people in the
world as United as the Europeans. there’s no difference
between an Italian, German,
French, English or Irish.
That’s why there great. Because of centuries of miseducation Africans believe
a South African is different
from a Zimbabwean or Nigerian.
When I started reading true
African history, I felt angry,
sad, annoyed and disrespected. I also felt a great sense of

DSE Readers Digest
pride and dignity. African
history taught me that our
history did not start from
slavery, we built civilizations
that was the envy of the world
before slavery.

mind politically, ethnically
and in faith.
This is above my love for my
wife and children and parents. I can give my entire life
for this cause and course.

from the Gilgamesh Epic of
Mesopotamia. Today we still
use the Socratic Method as
the basis of philosophy and
ponder the dilemmas, ancient
greeks used to ponder.

The most important thing to
me in my lifetime is African
unity. That’s what I wish to
see before i leave this world .
African unity across ethnic,
religious and tribal lines. African unity is the only thing
that can make Africa great
again.

Inspiration: No matter how
loose the handle of the door
to opportunity is, it doesn't
open on its own accord for
those who would not dare to
turn its knob. Act now!

We recognise Herodotus as
the father of Historia, we
still need Thucydides trap
in geopolitics, fight for ideas
like democracy from greece
or republicanism from Rome
or thank Galen for surgery or
Creosus of Lydia for coining
money. That's wisdom not
nyambo dzaSolomon

This is a noble cause for
every black man. Mine is similar if not the same. To see the
total liberation of the African

White
The beloved Bible is a masterpiece in plagiarism by any
standards. The stories about
Adam and Eve, The towel of
Babel, Noah's flood as copied

Mbulazi
The God of the Bible is so big,

I think sometimes we misrepresent wisdom, because of
the turn of events and how we
look at history (once things
have occurred). Solomon had
numerous weaknesses including some historians have
documented (and the Bible,
Torah and Koran documented). His wisdom must always
be contextually analysed and
what makes him the wisest
were the myriad of works
done in his short lifespan, exploring and applying concepts
“little-known to the learned at
the time”. When “knowledge
increases”, one has an opportunity of other applications.
And so his wisdom, remains
top notch (contextually based on where the world
was).
Makarudze
English is not that sophisticated, in fact, it's boring
and and a bit annoying but
the beauty of it is, it borrows
words from other languages
and civilizations and refines
itself.
The same should be with our
languages here in Zimbabwe
and Africa at large... Colonialism is partly to blame the
same with our reluctance to
lift ourselves by our bootstraps in as far as language
(semantics) is concerned.
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Zimbabwe’s government
delegation satisfied that
‘there are indeed human
remains of Zimbabwean
origin in the UK
By Damian Zane
London’s Natural History
Museum and Cambridge
University have said that
they are ready to co-operate with Zimbabwe to
return human remains
that were taken in the
colonial era.

UK Museums Willing To
Return Skulls to Zimbabwe

The fresh statements
come after a delegation
from Zimbabwe held
talks with officials from
both institutions. The
Zimbabweans are looking
for the skulls of late-19th
Century anti-colonial heroes, which they believe
its records do not concould be in the UK.
nect them with Nehanda.
These include three skulls
But these have not yet
been found. The author- taken in 1893, thought
to be from Zimbabwe’s
ities in Zimbabwe have
second city, Bulawayo, as
long suspected that the
well as remains uncovremains of some of the
ered in mineshafts and
leaders of an uprising
archaeological digs and
against British rule in
later donated.
the 1890s – known as

with 18,000, have some of
the largest such archives
in the world. These have
come from a variety of
sources including archaeological excavations
of ancient sites, but for
many the exact origins
have been obscured by
time. During the colonial era, body parts were
the First Chimurenga –
Cambridge University’s
sometimes removed
were taken to the UK as
Duckworth Laboratory
from battlefields or dug
trophies. The most sigup from graves either as
nificant among them was has not been so specific,
simply saying it has “a
trophies or for research
a woman who became
into a now-discredited
known as Mbuya Nehan- small number of human
remains from Zimbabwe”, scientific field.
da. She was executed in
but in a statement sent to
what is now the capital,
Harare and is revered as a the BBC it said it had not In the 19th Century,
identified any of these as phrenology, which innational heroine.
belonging to First Chivestigated the idea that
murenga figures.
human characteristics
In doing a search of
could be determined by
its archive, the Natural
The Natural History
the shape of the skull,
History Museum did
was very popular in the
uncover 11 remains “that Museum, with 25,000
human remains, and the UK and other parts of
appear to be originally
Duckworth Laboratory,
Europe. Phrenological
from Zimbabwe” – but

societies would collect
skulls to help develop the
theory, which for some
extended to racial classification. Some researchers set out to show that
skull shape indicated that
people from different
parts of the world were
inherently inferior.

Mbuya (Grandmother)
Nehanda as she was the
medium of the revered
ancestral spirit Nehanda.
She was arrested after being accused of murdering
a British official.

Nehanda was then
hanged and her body
decapitated, it is believed.
Some of the archives that What happened next is
now exist in the UK are
not clear, but in recent
amalgamations of what
years, Zimbabwean offihad been amassed by
cials have made several
defunct phrenological
public statements saying
societies as well as private it ended up in the Natural
collectors. Zimbabwe’s
History Museum.
government believes
that somehow the skulls
With a death cry of “my
of the country’s heroes
bones will surely rise”,
ended up in the archives Nehanda became an inof a British museum.
creasingly potent symbol
Chief among them were
for those fighting against
spiritual leaders, includ- white-minority rule in
ing Charwe Nyakasikana, what was then known as
who became known as
Rhodesia. - BBC
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1 136 migrant businesses in
Johannesburg and Cape Town
that a third of these enterprises’ employees were South
African.
Second, foreign traders also
provide another means of income to South Africans in the
form of rent, as shown in the
report titled “Somalinomics”.
This report, by the African
Centre for Migration &
Society and the University of
the Witwatersrand, was based
on a case study of Somali
informal trade in the Western
Cape.

The whole region purchase
most of their business supplies and household staff in
South Africa that they send
to their home countries
By Bongani Sazy Siziba
South Africa is a destination
for immigrants, especially
from other African countries.
Their presence is complex
issue that has been deeply
and irrevocably scarred by
violence attacks of foreign
nationals and the notion they
are taking our jobs.
In 2008 riots broke out
against foreign nationals, and
an image of a Mozambican
national Enersto Nhamuave
being burnt alive shocked
the world. Within a week
xenophobic violence spread
across South Africa targeting
foreigners and Asian nationals, which left more than 50
people killed and 100 000
displaced.
Early 2022 another incident
of a Zimbabwean national
Elvis Nyathi burnt alive again
filled the news headlines. In
2013 38 year old Oba Daniels
a Nigerian national migrated to South Africa with one
thing in mind: How can one
shift the narrative of ‘foreigners are here to take our jobs’.
As an electronics graduate he
wanted to showcase his skills,
but struggled to start something of his own.
In 2017 after a partnership
with a friend as a car dealer
he decided to put his skills
to work, he opened his own
business, Chat2cars dealer-

Foreign Entrepreneurs Shape
The Economy Of South Africa
ship in the uptown of Sandton in Johannesburg.
“There is no country with
a monopoly of good or bad
people, as foreigners and
owning businesses in South
Africa we are contributing to
the economy, l started Chat2cars four years ago and l employ both South Africans and
other nationals, this means
l have also brought employment into the country,” said
Daniels
He said businesses by immigrants also pay tax and other
expenses that goes along with
the business while contributing to the economy.
A New world bank study
shows that immigrants made
a positive impact on jobs and
wages in South Africa between 1996- 2011 with each
migrant worker generating
approximately two jobs for
the citizens.
Link
https://www.worldbank.
org/en/country/southafrica/
publication/new-study-finds-

immigrants-in-south-africagenerate-jobs-for-locals.
The study further highlights
data that shows that immigrants are more likely to start
businesses which successfully
increase opportunities for locals while contributing to the
country’s economic growth.
Executive director of the African Diaspora Forum Ngqabutho Mabhena, said locals
must note that foreigners are
in different economic sectors
and contribute a lot in terms
of South African economy.
“Most foreigners in purchase
most of their business supplies and household staff in
South Africa that they send to
their home countries.”
“South Africa must implement 2017 gazetted white
paper on international migration because it lays the
foundation for managing of
migration in the context of
South Africa, but we see the
selective selection in the implementation in that,” Mabhena added.

Link
https://www.gov.za/documents/white-paper-inertnation-migration-south-africa-28-jul-2017-0000
Contrary to popular belief
in South Africa, however,
immigrants are in fact good
for South Africa’s economy.
Research by the Institute of
Race Relations (IRR) shows
that immigrants often create
employment and additional
income opportunities for
locals.
The IRR published a report
in 2017 which sought to
detail South Africa’s immigrant population where they
come from, why they chose
South Africa as destination of
choice, how many there are
and where they are located.
What emerged from the research is that immigrants do
significantly contribute to the
country’s economy.
First, immigrants create jobs
for South Africans. Research
by the SA Migration Programme found in a study of

According to the report, Somali traders often experience
financial barriers in accessing
property in townships.
This often compels them to
rent property owned by South
African citizens. In other
words, a large proportion of
South Africans rent out their
spazas and single rooms to
foreigners, who, because of
barriers such as a lack of citizenship, are prevented from
accessing bank accounts,
bonds, home loans or RDP
housing.
However, the anti- foreign
sentiments is not shared by
all South Africans, Nonjabulo
Hlongwane who is employed
by Chat2cars says not all foreigners come to some South
Africa come with bad intentions and some are genuine
business people who have
helped the South African
economy to grow.
“l am a South African and l
work for a foreigner and l am
happy that l can feed my family. So this notion of saying
foreigners are here to take our
jobs is baseless. Most of these
foreigners are self -employed,
they work for themselves,”
Hlongwane said.
Read the full article on www.
zimbabwedigitalexpress.com
Siziba is a Photo-Journalist
based in Johannesburg
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Sharp Attacks On Trump From Rupert Murdoch’s
News Outlets... And He Doesn ‘t Even Care
He’s Never Far From The
News, And This Time He’s
Right In The Thick Of It
By David Bauder in New
York
Former President Donald
Trump has taken some hits
in the aftermath of the midterm elections, but the unkindest cuts may have come
from a source that was once
among his biggest backers —
the media empire of magnate Rupert Murdoch.
The New York Post’s front
cover this week put Trump’s
face over the drawing of
a boy from a well-known
nursery rhyme. The headline: “Trumpty Dumpty.”
“Don (who couldn’t build a
wall) had a great fall — can
all of the GOP’s men put the
party back together again?”
the newspaper wrote.
The Wall Street Journal’s

opinion section ran a sharp
editorial headlined, “Trump
is the Republican Party’s
Biggest Loser.”
While Fox News’ biggest
stars were relatively quiet,
the former president heard
enough discouraging words
to attack the network on
social media.
Trump was blamed for
supporting losing or underperforming candidates like
Mehmet Oz in Pennsylvania,
Don Bolduc in New Hampshire and Blake Masters in
Arizona that cost Republicans a chance to make big
gains in the House and Senate, as many had predicted.
The Journal’s editorial
mentioned each of those
names and more, saying that
Trump had “a perfect record
of electoral defeat” since his
victory over Hillary Clinton
in the 2016 presidential elec-

Subscribe to the most progressive African Online
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tion. “Democrats succeeded
again in making Trump a
central campaign issue, and
Mr. Trump helped them do
it,” the Journal said.

Santis run for president. A
day earlier, the newspaper’s
cover featured a triumphant
picture of DeSantis with the
headline, “DeFuture.”

The newspaper this week
also ran a guest column
touting Florida Gov. Ron
DeSantis as an alternative to
Trump for the 2024 presidential election, and an
excerpt from former Vice
President Mike Pence’s new
book headlined, “My last
days with Donald Trump.”

A spokesman for Murdoch’s
News Corp. said he had no
comment on the editorial
choices.

On the Post’s website, veteran columnist John Podhoretz dubbed the former
president “Toxic Trump.”
Podhoretz wrote that Trump
was “the political equivalent of a can of Raid” and
“perhaps the most profound
vote repellent in modern
American history.” The Post
ran an editorial urging De-

It’s not like the outlets have
never criticised Trump, but
the tone and timing were
noteworthy.
Non-Murdoch affiliated conservative figures and outlets
took some shots at Trump.
The Washington Examiner wrote that Republicans
needed to choose between
electoral success or Trump,
while American Thinker
said Trump is devolving
into a permanent liability,
according to The Righting
newsletter.
Some Fox News stars tread

lightly into critical territory. Jesse Watters talked
Wednesday of a 2024 presidential election rematch between Trump and President
Joe Biden.
“Does Trump win?” Watters
said. “I hope so. I love the
guy. A week ago, I would
have said slam dunk. But after how last night shook out,
I don’t know now. Democrats will walk over hot coals
to vote against Trump, but
will Republicans do that to
vote against Joe Biden?”
Another Fox host, Laura
Ingraham, didn’t mention
Trump’s name but said the
populist movement is about
ideas, not one person.
“If the voters conclude that
you’re putting your own ego
or your own grudges ahead
of what’s good for the country, they’re going to look
elsewhere,” she said. - AP
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All these maladies that
President Xi pointed out in
a brutally honest fashion
are what is afflicting ruling
parties in Africa
By Wesley Mashambanhaka
Africa’s revolutionary parties
– the traditional powerhouses
that saw various countries,
especially in Southern Africa
win the war against colonialism – have been beset with
problems that have become a
threat to their rule.
Oftentimes the blame is on
external forces – justifiably
so, since Western nations
that were defeated over half a
century ago are fighting back
through undermining the
revolutionary parties by sponsoring surrogate opposition
parties and working against
ruling parties.
Zimbabwe, South Africa, Namibia, Angola, Mozambique
and – to an extent, Tanzania –
all face these problems. These
countries are the bastions of
erstwhile liberation struggles.
However, internal problems
are also to blame as these
organisations have not effectively dealt with challenges at
party and national levels.
Institutional weaknesses, lack
of succession and renewal
matrices, poor checks and
balances, failure to plan and
implement programmes, sterility, lack of modernisation;
among other factors, contribute to the weakening of the
revolutionary party today.
Continued failure to address
these could lead to revolutionary parties not just losing
power but also their very
existence. This cannot be
allowed to happen as it will be
a great betrayal of modernist
history.
Recently, China’s governing
party, the CPC held its 20th
national Congress, and the
event was a notable success,
with President Xi Jinping
being reelected leader and
General Secretary. One of the
key outcomes of the congress

Zim Airtime
Direct

Lessons For Revolutionary
Parties From The
Communist Party Of China
was its display of unity and
strength, with President Xi at
the leadership core.

a slide toward weak, hollow,
and watered-down Party
leadership in practice.

The General Secretary himself
gave insights on why the CPC
has remained strong, through
overcoming institutional and
national problems that had
confronted the party.

“Some Party members and
officials were wavering in
their political conviction.
Despite repeated warnings,
pointless formalities, bureaucratism, hedonism, and extravagance persisted in some
localities and departments.
Privilege-seeking mindsets
and practices posed a serious
problem, and some deeply
shocking cases of corruption
had been uncovered.”
At the same time China’s
economy was beset by acute
structural and institutional
problems; development was
imbalanced, uncoordinated, and unsustainable, and
the traditional development
model could no longer keep
China moving forward.

President Xi, in his address,
noted that China had registered great achievements
through reform, opening up,
and socialist modernization,
and notable advances had
been made in the great new
project of Party building,
creating solid foundations,
favorable conditions, and key
underpinnings for China’s
continued progress.
However, according President
Xi, a number of prominent
issues and problems-some of
which had been building for
years and others which were
just emerging- demanded
urgent action.
He said: “Inside the Party,
there were many issues with
respect to upholding the
Party’s leadership, including
a lack of clear understanding
and effective action as well as

Further, some deep-seated problems in institutions
and barriers built by vested
interests were becoming more
and more apparent and some
people lacked confidence in
the socialist political system
with Chinese characteristics
China was descending into
a situation where laws were
being ignored or not being

strictly enforced. President Xi
noted: “Misguided patterns of
thinking such as money worship, hedonism, egocentricity,
and historical nihilism were
common, and online discourse was rife with disorder.
All this had a grave impact
on people’s thinking and the
public opinion environment.”
If any party hits the bottom,
it will be both an institutional
and national disaster
All these maladies that President Xi pointed out in a brutally honest fashion are what
is afflicting ruling parties in
Africa, especially in the aforementioned countries. There
has been a steep descent into
hell, and it appears some
parties may find it difficult
to extricate themselves from
the situation as the situation
compounds.
Read the full article on www.
zimbabwedigitalexpress.com
Mashambanhaka is a researcher and contributor at a
think tank and media resource
centre in Harare, Zimbabwe.
This article in published in
partnership with the Review
And Mail Online
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African Development
Consortium Hosts Zim
Migrant Stakeholders
This week Captains of Industry led by Dr Danisa Baloyi and civil
society organisations represented by Mr Ngqabutho Mabhena made
representations on issues affecting the bulk of Zimbabwe’s migrant
communities in South Africa.
The African Development Consortium (ADC) hosted the Inaugural
Zimbabwe Repatriation and Investment Conference at Birchwood
Hotel on the backdrop of the Zimbabwe Exemption Permit programme which is coming to an end in June next year.
Delegates discussed the many options facing migrants - and ADC
has identified the need for dialogue amongst stakeholders that
included migrants, government, civil society organisations, non-governmental organisations, and businesses in the form of a one-day
conference.
Home Affairs was represented by Acting Deputy Director General of
Immigration Services, Mr Yusuf Simons and he addressed issues
relating to the (non) renewal of ZEPs and said that he could not give
much information as the case was now in court.

This event was powered by the African Development Consortium
and Gem Meg Education And Training Centre
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Fiction Writing With
Nhamo Muchagumisa
When finally the depth of
real sleep sucked me in, I
found myself sitting on the
floor of the sanctuary

sleep. Then between sleep
and wakefulness, I heard a
voice telling me to rouse my
husband and take him to the
sanctuary.

By Nhamo Muchagumisa

I knew I could not do that,
no matter how sensible it
seemed. It would be an open
interference against the conjugal pleasures of his other
wife.When finally the depth
of real sleep sucked me in, I
found myself sitting on the
floor of the sanctuary, my
husband approaching me
from the narrow entrance
with a bunch of wild, yet
ornamental flowers. When I
stretched out my hands to receive them, he was gone and I
was back in the bedroom.

Sagura’s sanctuary was up a
small hill between two walls
of granite rocks that faced
each other. The distance between the two walls was about
four metres. The floor was littered with clay pots of various
sizes, calabashes, ceremonial
knives and wooden rods to
name a few items.
A small potion of the floor
was reserved for a reed mat
on which we played love as
husband and wife. We had
ceased playing in the bedroom. We went to the sanctuary twice a week to play and
we only played during the
day. He had two other wives
and their share of his love
was confined to their separate
bedrooms. “I had a revelation
that we should shift our love
life to the sanctuary,” he had
said, “it is a way of enhancing
the potency of my practice.”
Sagura’s other wives were
not allowed in the sanctuary.
Their visits would desecrate
it. My role in the sanctuary
made me feel important, but
it also made me feel a bit uneasy. Had my husband taken
to magic arts in order not to
lose clients to younger faith
healers who bought charms
from underground cultists to
make money out of dubious
spiritual practice?
No livestock strayed into my
husband’s sacred territory.
Surely it ought to have been
such a holy place. He only
performed healings at the
sanctuary on rare occasions,

The Ominous Cloud
but he seldom performed
healing without first visiting
the sanctum. Things began
to change when my husband
seduced the junior wife of a
client and married her. Sagura
no longer took me to the
sanctuary and I was afraid to
ask why. He also shunned my
bedroom.

garden the perfect place for
our love, only that the ominous cloud of misfortune
rising beyond the fence of
my garden struck my hormones with impotence. “My
husband,” I said. “What is it
my wife?” my husband asked.
“When did you last visit the
sanctuary?”

My dreams of the sanctuary on fire gave me a restless
mind. At first I kept them
a secret, but when such a
dream visited me during the
day when I was taking a nap
in my garden, I realised that I
could not contain the situation anymore. I had to speak
to my husband. Since he no
longer took me to his spiritual
stronghold, I had to talk to
him in my garden.

“Last night, my Dear. Is
anything the matter?” Sagura
asked, the skin on his face
darkening. “I hope you are
not doing things with Sally in
the sanctuary,” I said, staring
my man in the eye.

My garden was very much
alive. The fresh leaves of the
green vegetables, contrasted
with the dead items in my
husband’s shrine made the

TheSunday
Express

“Are you mad my Dear..?”
“Not mad at all. I have had
strange dreams of the sanctuary on fire countless nights.”
Upon my confession, my
husband began to tremble
and sweat until he fell into
a trance. I laid him under a
pitch tree and waited over
him for about thirty minutes,

wondering what help I would
seek if he should get worse.
The summer showers had become infrequent but the level
of the Save River was still
high. If Sagura’s condition deteriorated, it would be wise to
take him to another spiritual
healer across the high water.
When he stirred from the
trance, Sagura looked as fit as
his original self getting ready
to perform an exorcism.
The night following our time
in the garden, Sagura went
in with Sally, whose manner never showed even the
slightest exhibition of guilt
that might be expected from
a woman who had switched
bedmates within the blink of
an eye.
That same night I lay sleepless
on my reed mat, smelling the
smoke of the burning sanctuary. But around midnight, my
senses were taken over by a
gradual recession into a fitful

It was sunrise. I rose from
my blankets and had no time
to make my bed. I headed
straight for the sanctuary, but
I could not find the hill. Every
like hill I climbed had no
sanctuary.
I returned home around
nine, and Sagura’s other wives
informed me that Sagura
had walked out of Sally’s bed
around midnight and was not
yet back.
I felt my heart sinking into
the coldness of my stomach.
It would not be surprising for
a spiritual doctor to behave in
such a manner, but how about
my dreams and my failure to
locate the sanctuary?
Read the full story on www.
zimbabwedigitalexpress.com
Nhamo Muchagumisa is an
English Language and Literature teacher, and he writes
from Odzi. He writes in his
own capacity and can be
contacted on +263771271478
Email him at: muchagumisan@gmail.com
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Erick ten Hag Set To make Six Changes,
But Things Not Looking Good For Donny
By Football365 and Daily
Express
Manchester United boss Erik
ten Hag could make as many
as six changes for Sunday’s
Premier League clash with
Fulham. The Red Devils will
go into the game on a high
after their 4-2 win over Aston
Villa on Thursday. Express
Sport now takes a look at the
six changes they’re expected
to make for the showdown at
Craven Cottage as they seek
all three points in west London.
Martin Dubravka made his
debut for United against Villa
on Thursday night following
his summer move from Newcastle.
by TaboolaSponsored Link
Video from our partners

Brought to you by Taboola
The best strategy game after
Starcraft and Age of Empires.
Rise of kingdoms
But the 33-year-old is expected to drop to the bench for
the trip to Fulham, having
conceded twice on his first
outing for the club.
David De Gea had a shaky
start to the season, making errors as the Red Devils slipped to early defeats
against the likes of Brighton
and Brentford.
However, since then, the
31-year-old has regained his
mojo and proved to be an undroppable presence between
the sticks.
Meanwhile Erik ten Hag will
“never give” one Man Utd
player “a chance again” as

the Dutchman has been “let
down tremendously”. The
player in discussion here is
United midfielder, Donny van
de Beek. The Dutchman made
his name at Ajax and it was
there where he first worked
with Ten Hag.
His form for Ajax earned him
a £40m move to Man Utd but
this transfer has not worked
out for anyone involved.
Prior to this season, Van de
Beek was used sparingly by
Ole Gunnar Solskjaer and he
spent the end of the 2020/21
campaign on loan at Everton.
Ten Hag took over at United
in the summer and it was
hoped that he would get the
best out of Van de Beek once
again. But he has struggled
with injuries and his only
starts of the season have come
over the past week in games

against Real Sociedad and
Aston Villa. The centre-midfielder was hauled off in the
65th minute against Aston
Villa as United lost 3-1.
Club legend Rio Ferdinand
has claimed that Van de Beek
“didn’t take his chance”. Now
Dutch analyst Johan Derksen has suggested that the
25-year-old’s career at Man
Utd is as good as over.
“I was watching Aston Villa
v Manchester United and
then Erik ten Hag made a big
mistake by putting [Christian] Eriksen and Donny van
de Beek in midfield together,”
Derksen told Vandaag Inside.
“Eriksen may have played a
nice pass and done nothing
else, but Donny van de Beek
delivered a poor performance.

He had no input whatsoever.
He walked all over the pitch
and was substituted. “They
went under because of players
who can only do something
with the ball.”
He added: “It’s over for van de
Beek, who Ten Hag will never
give another to chance now.
He [Van de Beek] has obviously let him down tremendously.” Paul Parker is also
concerned about Van de Beek
as he fears United are “too big
of a club for him”.
“Donny van de Beek is one
of those players that looked
good in an Ajax team in that
Champions League period,
but Manchester United is the
biggest club in the world,”
Parker told IndiaBetting. Additonal Reporting: Own
Correspondent
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World Cup 2022 Just One Week Away
The main event
Let’s start with news from
Brazil, where the five-times
champions were among the
first nations to confirm their
final 26-player squad for
Qatar. The big surprise was
the inclusion of Dani Alves,
who will be 40 next spring
and, should he play, will become the third-oldest outfield
player at a World Cup (only
Argentina’s Ángel Labruna
and Cameroon’s Roger Milla
were older). It was expected
the wily full-back would wind
down his career at Universidad Nacional in Mexico but
his inclusion on the flight
to Doha suggests he will
be winding it right back up
again. Well, if he’s fit.
Alves suffered a knee injury on 1 October and hasn’t
played since. Not that this
bothers the head coach, Tite,
who waxed lyrical about the

veteran’s skills and attitude
this week. “He adds technical
and tactical aspects that are
impressive, to be an organiser,
an articulator,” he said. “Sure
he is not a 60-to-70-metres
player any more, but he has
other virtues … mental and
physical aspects too.” Perhaps a role as a vibes man
awaits. There were few other
surprises in the Neymar-led
squad besides the omission
of Roberto Firmino, who
can be forgiven for feeling
a little miffed having scored
eight times for Liverpool this
season while still working his
selfless socks off.
On to a couple of talismans
now. There has been concern
in the Senegal camp over the
fitness of Sadio Mané, the
hero who hauled his nation
past Egypt in a playoff for
Qatar, but he has been named
in their squad. The forward
limped off during Bayern
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Munich’s 6-1 win over Werder
Bremen, with the club initially playing down the severity
of an injury to his right fibula,
before L’Équipe weighed in
to suggest he might be facing
a lengthy layoff that would
rule him out of the Group A
opener against Netherlands.
Nevertheless, fears of surgery have now been allayed.
“I prefer to keep him in the
squad because he is such an
important part of us,” said the
Senegal coach, Aliou Cissé.
Qatar: beyond the football
Show
There is also optimistm for
South Korea, who feared Son
Heung-min would have to
watch their matches from
his sofa after fracturing an
eye socket for Tottenham in
Marseille. But after successful
surgery the forward has confirmed he shall go to the ball
– though there is clearly still

some healing to be done. “I
won’t miss this for the world.
I can’t wait to represent our
beautiful country,” he wrote
on Instagram. “When I think
of the masks you’ve been
patiently wearing for over
two years, my mask that I’ll
be wearing at the World Cup
matches is nothing. If there is
only 1% chance, I will look at
that possibility.”
Perennial dark horses Switzerland will have one of the
most experienced squads after Murat Yakin named Granit Xhaka, appearing in his
third tournament, along with
the centre-back Fabian Schär
and Xherdan Shaqiri, who is
looking forward to his fourth
World Cup. Manchester
City’s Manuel Akanji is also
included as well as Monaco’s
Breel Embolo, who will lead
the frontline, and the talented
uncapped 20-year-old Young
Boys midfielder Fabian Ried-

News

er. So pleased with the deep
Swiss pool he had to pick
from, Yakin said: “We were
spoiled for choice.” That’s a
confident outlook. Another
old campaigner, Luka Modric,
will captain Croatia in his
fourth finals in a squad that
hasn’t changed much over the
years, with Ivan Perisic, Mateo Kovacic and Dejan Lovren
all included for another dose
of national service.
Talking points
Maddison makes cut for
England
An England squad announcement requires a wildcard to
be worth its salt. This year’s
model is James Maddison,
who also happens to have
been one of the Premier
League’s best players this
season, even amid Leicester’s
early struggles. He seems set
for the same status enjoyed by
Jack Grealish at Euro 2020. The Guardian.com
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